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On the way to the hospital these demented children

are involved in an accident which sends them into the

woods on a mad killing spree, while a anti like family

camp and argue. The film has some dec...
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i think the laws in italy are different although i bet someone in us owns the rights

here. lol i donno that dinner scene is the worst scene in the movie. it goes on

longer then the wedding scene in deer hunter lol. jk lol thats the slaughter of the

old hikers lol. man this movie... this movie right here lol, i would love to see you

review  it, but u might want to die after word lol

i wonder how he got the suspiria song. he must have bought it or else he

re-recorded it. oh man these clips look terrible. why is there so much room

above their heads at around 5:25. what the hell is going on around 7:30 haha -

nice review as usual. 

lmao i  almost died

lol :) 

lmao i have some of the toxie's triple features  most look unwatchable.

OH my god, this looks horrific. I think the only movie even close to being this 

bad that I've seen is that "Horror of the Humongous Hungry Hungan" in the

Toxie's Blood Bank set.

i couldnt stop laughing @ the scene with  the old people,...she was like omg lets

get out of here, lol.

lol i donno the  movie was completely strange and bad, i think the director could

do good with experimental film

LMAO, this  movie looks almost or even as bad as Beware, Children at

Play...OMG.. wut was up with them playing baa baa black sheep!!!

the old people scene  was quite hilarious.
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